IC1L3D2 Vocabulary Quiz

Find and write the letter of the matched answer on the line next to the question. Each answer can be used only once.

_ 1. 三刻  A. (very) busy
_ 2. 有事（儿）  B. because
_ 3. 很忙  C. now
_ 4. 今天  D. today
_ 5. 晚饭  E. classmate
_ 6. 朋友  F. three quarters (of an hour)
_ 7. 因为  G. why
_ 8. 为什么  H. have matters (to take care of)
_ 9. 明天  I. to be acquainted with; to recognize; meet
_ 10. 认识  J. friend
_ 11. 同学  K. tomorrow
_ 12. 现在  L. dinner